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A family of stable Cl/G/I queues, whose service time distributions depend on a real-valued parameter, 
0, is considered. Let z,,(0, WI denote a realization of the waiting time of the nth customer in the 
B-dependent queue, for a sample sequence w in the underlying probability space. Let Z( 0) denote the 
expected value of waiting time in the o-dependent queue, that is, the queue with the &dependent service 
time distribution. Under appropriate conditions, the following will be shown: (1) Z is a continuously 
differentiable function of 8; (2) for almost every w, a-,,(@, w)/a0 exists for every n = 1,2,. , and as 
N + S, Cl_, (a?,, ( fi, w J/~HJ/ N + aZ( 0)/a& These properties are important in simulation-based optimiz- 
ation of functions of 8, involving the average customer’s waiting time in GI/G/ 1 queues. 
Cl/G/ I queue * sensitivity analysis * perturbation analysis 
1. Introduction and problem statement 
Consider a family of stable FIFO GI/G/I queues, parametrized by a real-valued 
number, 0, where 0 E r, a bounded closed interval. All of the queues have the same 
interarrival random process. Let 5 be the interarrival random variable, defined on 
a probability space, (fi, , F, , p,). The service times of the queues are random variables 
that depend on 0, and they are denoted by x( 0). For every 8 E 1; x( 0) is defined 
on a probability space (a,, F2, j&), independent of 8. 5 can be thought of as a 
real-valued function defined on fin,, whose argument is (3, E 6,. x(O) can be thought 
of as a real-valued function defined on fi,, whose argument is 6, E fl,. Actually, 
x( .) can be thought of as a function defined on f x fi,, whose argument is (0, W2). 
Fix a 0 E IY Suppose that one wishes to simulate the o-dependent queue (i.e., the 
queue whose service times are x(0, .)) in order to estimate the mean steady state 
customer’s waiting time, denoted by Z( 0). Starting from some initial load, denoted 
by z, (which can be determined in an arbitrary way - fixed to a given value, or 
drawn according to some distribution), one can compute the waiting times, z,(O), 
by the Lindley equation [2], namely z,+,( 0) = max(z,,(~)+x(R 4,n) -5(kJ, O), 
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n=2,3,..., with z,( 0) = z, ; here z,,( 0) is the waiting time of the nth customer, and 
w,,~ and Wz,n are the nth drawn sample points from fi, and fi, for the nth interarrival 
time and service time, respectively. It can be seen that the waiting time sequence, 
z,(B),dependson8andG,,,,i=1,2,n=1,2 ,.... Let (0, F, p) denote the probabil- 
ity space defined as the countable Cartesian product of (fi, , P, , p,) x (fiz, F,, pJ. 
Let a typical point o E 0 have the form w = (W ,,,, W2,, cG,,~, W2,2,. .). Then, the 
sequencez,,(B),n=1,2 ,..., dependson8,z , , and w E R. We henceforth will assume 
that z, is fixed. We will denote z, (0) = zI , x,,( 19) =x( 0, ci&), & = t( Lil,,,), and let C,, 
denote the nth customer. Then, by the Lindley equation, for every n = 1,2,. . . , 
~,+~(e)=max(z,(e)+x,(e)-5~,0). (1) 
In the forthcoming, ‘prime’ will denote derivative with respect to 0. The following 
assumptions will be made: 
Assumption 1.1. The random variable 5 has a bounded density function. 
Assumption 1.2. For every 0 E r and &E fi, the function 0 +x( 0, W2) is twice 
continuously differentiable with respect to t9, and x’( 0, &) 2 0. There exists a constant 
K > 0 such that for every 0 E r and WZ E fiz, x( 0, GJ + x’( 0, (3,) + I,“( 0, &)I s K. 
Assumption 1.3. There exists a bounded continuously differentiable function $J : [W+ x 
T+IW+ such that for every 0Er and (32E~iZ,x’(e,W2)=~(x(e,WZ),e). Let emax 
denote the right boundary point of r, and let e,,,,, denote the left boundary point 
of r. 
Assumption 1.4. (i) 0~ E[x,(Bmin)] and E[x,(&,,)]< E[&,] (i.e., the queue is 
stable), (ii) E[x,(0,,.J3]<~, (iii) E[t:]<m. 
Let a cycle of the B-dependent queue be defined as the time-interval between two 
consecutive instances when the queue becomes idle. 
Corollary 1.1. Under Assumption 1.4, for every 8 E r, the third moments of the size 
(number of customers) and duration of cycles in the O-dependent queue, in steady state, 
are jinite. 17 
This was proved in [5, Corollary I]. Let C denote the maximum of the third 
moment of the size of cycles, and the third moment of the duration of cycles, of 
the &_-dependent queue. By Assumption 1.2, x’( . ) 2 0, hence the service times are 
monotone-nondecreasing functions of 0. Therefore, for every 0E r, the third 
moments of size and duration of the e-dependent queue are bounded from above 
by C. 
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Remark 1.1. It can be seen that Assumption 1.2 is satisfied for a large class of 
families of queues, where the service time random variables have truncated (0- 
dependent) exponential distributions, deterministic and uniform distributions, or 
where 0 is a scale or location parameter of a given distribution; see [3] for a more 
detailed discussion. These families of queues can also satisfy Assumption 1.3 (see 
[4]). In addition, if Assumption 1.2 is satisfied, and for every t9 E r the distribution 
function of x(0) is monotone-increasing on its support, then Assumption 1.3 is 
satisfied (see [4]). The purpose of Assumption 1.3 is to guarantee that the process 
zl( 13) is ergodic and asymptotically stationary. Assumption 1.4 is needed for technical 
arguments in the proofs. 
Now, let us return to the simulation. One can estimate Z(0) by taking averages 
of z,( f?), since for every 0 E r; a.s., as N + 00, C,“=, z,( 0)/N + Z( 0). This paper is 
concerned with an estimation of Z’(6). First, the existence of the latter derivative 
has to be ascertained. We will prove: 
Proposition 1.1. 7’he jtinction Z( .) is continuously dijfeerentiable throughout I’, 
Now, by Assumption 1.1, Assumption 1.2, and (l), for every 0 E I’, for almost 
every w E L?, and for every n = 1,2, . . . , z:,( 0) exists, and 
z:+,(e)= 0 
1 
z:,(e)+X:,(e) ifz,,(e)+x,,(e)-5,,>0, 
ifz,(e)+x,(e)-~n<O. (2) 
(z\(e) = 0 since z, is assumed to be fixed.) If z:,(0) exists, then z;+,(e) would not 
exist only if z,( 0) +x,(8) - &, = 0. To overcome this dilhculty, we will define a 
sequence of (0, w)-dependent functions, g,, n = 1,2,. . . . As previously done, we 
will suppress their dependence on w, and denote them by g,(B). They are defined 
as follows: g,( 0) = 0. For every n = 1,2,. . . , 
g,+,(e) = 
{ 
g,(e)+x:,(e) ifz,,(e)+x,(e)-5,1 >O, 
0 ifz,,(e)+x,l(e)-[,,~o. 
(3) 
Notice that g,(0) = z:,(e) whenever the latter derivative exists, but g,(B) is always 
well-defined. 
A question of primary interest in this paper is whether for every 0 E I’, a.s. (w), 
as N-+co, 
(4) 
We will prove a stronger result: 
Proposition 1.2. There exists an event f2, c R such that p(R,) = 0 and for every w E 0: 
and 0 E I; (4) is satis$ed. 
The statement that for every 8 E r, (4) is a.s. satisfied amounts to strong consistency 
of infinitesimal analysis (IPA) [l, 31. 
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This proposition is stronger than strong consistency, since it asserts that a.s., (4) 
is satisfied for every 8 E lY We believe that Proposition 1.2 or a similar assertion, 
stronger than strong consistency of IPA, could be needed for proving convergence 
of simulation-based algorithms for optimization of functions involving the mean 
waiting times in GI/G/l queues. For instance, strong consistency alone did not 
suffice for the analysis of such an algorithm, in [7]. 
Strong consistency was proved in [8]. The main relevant differences between [8] 
and this paper are the following: First, Proposition 1.2 is stronger than strong 
consistency. Second, there is a difference in the assumptions made: the assumptions 
in [8] are essentially our Assumptions 1.1-1.3, plus the assumption that Z( .) is 
differentiable.’ Verifying Assumptions 1.1-1.3 is usually easy, since they are about 
the interarrival time and service time distributions. By contrast, differentiability of 
Z is usually hard to ascertain, since it is an assumption about steady state quantities. 
Here, it is proved. Last, the analysis here and in [8] are based on different principles. 
In [8], mainly sample path arguments are used, much in the way it was done in 
[4]. Here, we start with steady state arguments, showing that lim,,, I:=, g,,(e)/N 
is continuous in 0. Then, we use this continuity to establish that (4) is satisfied and 
that Z’(B)=lim,,,C~=, g,,(B)/N. 
The analysis is carried out in Section 2. Section 3 is a conclusion. The Appendix 
contains some proofs. 
2. Analysis 
Recall that C, denotes the nth customer. For every 0 E r and w E 0, C, belongs to 
some busy period. Let k(n, 0) denote the integer k such that C, is the first customer 
in the busy period containing C,,. k(n, 0) also depends on w, but this dependence 
is suppressed in the notation that follows. If z,,( 0) +x,,(e) -t,, = 0, namely if C,, 
departs at the time C,,, arrives, then we consider C, and C,,, to belong to two 
different busy periods (by Assumption 1.1, the probability of this event is 0). By 
(3), if k( n, 0) < n, then 
and if k(n, 0) = n, then g,(B) =O. 
Let $ : R’ x r + [w+ be a bounded continuously differentiable function. For every 
n=l,2,..., define the 8- (and w-) dependent function, g:(0), in the following 
way: If k(n, 0) i n then 
n-l 
dw = c 44x,(e), a, 
j=k(n,(rj 
’ According to the version of [S] the author had at the time this paper was submitted. A later version 
contains a proof of differentiability of Z. 
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and if k( n, 13) = n, then gt( 0) = 0. For a fixed 0 E r, the process gt( e), n = 1,2, . . , 
is stable and ergodic (see [6, Chapter 7]), and by Corollary 1.1, there exists a number 
G”‘( 0) E R’ such that, a.s., as N--z Q?, 
; g;;(fl)/N+G”‘(O). 
II = I 
We will consider G”‘( .) as a function of 0. 
Lemma 2.1. The function 0 :+ G”‘( 0) is continuous throughout IY 
The proof is in the appendix. 
By Assumption 1.2 and Assumption 1.3, 4 has the above properties of $: 
it is bounded and continuously differentiable. By (5), (6), and Assumption 1.3, 
g::(0) = g,,(e). Therefore, we will henceforth use the notation g:!(0) for g,(B). By 
(2) and (5), applying lemma 2.1 to 4, we see that G”‘(B)=lim,,,C~_, zil(0)/N 
is a continuous function of 8. It still remains to show that G”‘(B) = Z’( 0). 
Define the function $ by $(x, 0) = 1 for every (x, 0) E [W+x lY We will use (6) with 
+ and with 4. By Lemma 2.1, G’“( .) and G”‘( .) are continuous in K 
By Assumption 1.2, there exists a K > 0 such that for all 19 E I- and Lj2 E fi,, lx”( O)( c 
K. Consider an F > 0, and set A, = e/K. The following technical lemma will be used 
to relate the sample path quantities to the steady state functions G* and G’“. 
Lemma 2.2. For every 0 E 1; 6 E [0, A,] satisfying 13 + 6 E r, t E [0, 11, w E R, and n = 
1,2,..., 
and 
g~(8)-Fg~(e)~g~(8+ts)~g~(846)+Fg~(e+s). (9) 
The proof is in the appendix. In the proof of the following lemma, K is given in 
Assumption 1.2, and A, = e/K. 
Lemma 2.3. For every 0 E r, Z’( 0) exists and Z’( f3) = G’( 0). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, fix a 0 in the interior of 1: Fix an E > 0. Fix a 
monotone-decreasing sequence S,, i = 1,2,. . . , such that 6, <A,, 0 + 6, E r, and 
6, + 0. By (8), for every i and n, 
(10) 
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By (7), with I,/J and 4, and by ergodicity of the waiting time process, for every 
i=l,2,..., there exists an event flj c R such that p(f&) = 0 and for every o E a:, 
as N +OO, (ll)-(16), below, are satisfied. 
n;, &@lN+ G”+‘(e), (11) 
(12) 
.2, gZ(e+6,)/N+ G’(e+si), (13) 
; g:(e+&)/N+ G*(e+&), (14) 
n=l 
F z,(e)iN+Z(e), (15) 
n=l 
E z,(e+6,)/N+z(e+6,). (16) 
n=l 
Let Q,=IJ~=,0,. Then p(&)=O and, for every WEE:, for every i=l,2 ,..., 
(ll)-(16) are satisfied. Therefore, by (8), for every i = 1,2,. . . , 
G+(e) - &G+(e) s 
z(e+si)-z(e) 
si 
sG’(e+Si)+~GJ(f3+S;). (17) 
Since G’ and G”’ are continuous (Lemma 2.1), by taking i to ~0 in (17), 
Gd(e)-cG’(B)Climinf 
z(e+s,)-z(e) 
l-r 6, 
z(e+s,)-z(e) 
slim sup ~ < G,“+(e)+eG#(e). (18) 
i-m si 
Since E and the sequence 6, were arbitrary, and since Gj’( *) is bounded on r 
(because it is continuous - see Lemma 2.1), as 6 + 0 from the right, 
Z(e+s)-Z(@G+(e). 
s 
(19) 
This establishes the right derivative. The left derivative can be shown in a similar 
way. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. By Lemma 2.3, Z’( .) = Gh( a). By Lemma 2.1, G’( *) is 
continuous. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Fix a sequence ei,j = 1,2, . . , dense in r. By (7), with 4 
and $, for every j = 1,2,. . . , there exists an event flj c 0 such that ~(0;) = 0 and, 
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for every wEaT, as N+co, 
and 
; g;(O,)/N+ GCL(O,). (21) 
n=, 
Let 0, = UT=, flj. Then ~(0,~) = 0 and for every w E fii, for every j = 1,2, . . . , (20) 
and (21) are satisfied. Fix an F > 0. For every 0 E r, let S, = E/K, where K is given 
in Assumption 1.2. Let j( 1) and j(2) be a pair of integers such that 
Oic,, s 0 s O,,,, s 0,, ,) + A,. 
Then, by (9), for every n = 1,2,. . . , 
g:~(8,,,,)-&g~(o,,,,)~g~(B)~g~(B,,*,)+&g~(e,,z,). (22) 
Therefore, by (20) and (21), and by (7) with 4 and $, 
G”(B,(,,)-FG~(O,,,))~ G’“(O)< Gd’(8,(2))+~G”(~i(Z)). (23) 
It remains to extend (20) for every 0 E r, namely, to show that for every 0 E r and 
~~08, as N-tco, 
; g:!(O)lN+ G”(0). (24) 
n 1 
By Lemma 2.3, G’h(0) = Z’( 0), hence, (24) will complete the proof. 
Fix an w E 0: and a 0 E 1: By Lemma 2.1 GCD( .) is continuous, hence there exist 
integers j( 1) and j(2) such that 
0 ,(I I =s 0 =z %a G e,, , , + 4 
and 
lG’(O,(z,) - G”(O,,,,)l< e. (25) 
Let L be an upper-bound on G’( 13) over 0 E r (which is guaranteed by Lemma 
2.1). By (20)-(22), 
G”(O,,,I)-eG”(O,,,l)~li~i~f F gt(O)/N 
- n=, 
Slimsup i ~~(O)/N~G”(O,,,,)+EG~(O~~~,). 
N - .X n=, 
Hence, and by (25), 
limsup i gt(O)/N-li;%f F g$(O)/NSF(1+2L). 
N-n ,1 2 1 - n;, 
(26) 
(27) 
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Since E can be arbitrarily small, the limit lim N_X Cy==, gf( 0)/ N exists. By (26), the 
fact that 0,(,, and 0,(?, can be arbitrary close to 0, and continuity of G”, the above 
limit is equal to Gch(0). This establishes (24), and completes the proof. 0 
3. Conclusions 
This paper contains an analysis of FIFO GI/G/l queues, whose service time 
distributions depend on a real-valued parameter, 0. It is shown that the steady state 
average customer’s waiting time is a continuously differentiable function of 0, and 
that its derivative can be estimated by sample path averages. This suggests that such 
estimates can be used in simulation-based optimization. 
4. Appendix 
We now prove Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. For the sake of simplicity, but without loss of generality, we 
will assume that the queue starts empty. By Assumption 1.2, the size of the first 
busy period of the queue, as a function of 0, is samplewise monotone-nondecreasing 
in 0. We will show the following: For every F > 0 there exists a S> 0 such that for 
every S E (0, S) and for every 0 E r, 
G’L(B)-G’I’(O-S)<~ 
(implicitly assuming that 0 - S E r). 
(28) 
First, we establish some notation. Let C,, denote the nth customer, @@)-the 
queue with B fixed, d,,(0)-the departure time of C,, from Q(0), a,,-the arrival 
time of C,, to the queue (it is independent of 0), B( 0)-the first busy period 
of Q(0) (i.e., the customers it contains), Q,,(e)-the event that B(0) consists 
of m customers (m = 1,2, . .), &-the global Lipschitz constant of $(x( . ), . ) 
(which exists by Assumption 1.2, since d$(x(e), B)/dB = (a$(x(e), 0)/dx)x’(0)+ 
a$(~( 0), 13)/a& which is bounded on (0, &) E r x iiz), MY,-an upper bound on 
$(x(0), 0) over (~,&)EZ- x6,, K-the upper bound on x,,(.)+x~(.)+Ix~(.)I, 
given in Assumption 1.2, +.-an upper bound on the density function of the 
interarrival times (see Assumption l.l), and S(B)-the size (number of customers) 
of the first busy period at Q( 0). Recall that ornan is the right point of K By Corollary 
1.1, and since x’(0) 2 0 (Assumption 1.2), for every 0 E r, and k = 1,2,3, E[S(B)‘] C 
~r~(&ax)“1. 
BY (6) and (7), 
G”(e) = m;x:=: Icr(x,(e), $11 
E[s(e)l . 
(29) 
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Denote the numerator of (29) by A(0). We will show uniform continuity of GJ’. To 
this end, we will prove that A( .) and E[S( . )] are uniformly continuous, then, since 
E[S( 0)] is bounded from below by E[x( 0)] > 0 (see Assumption 1.4(i)), uniform 
continuity of GJ’ will follow. 
Consider first E[S(e)]. Note that E[S(@)]=Cz,_, mp(&,(0)). Fix BET and 
S > 0. Now. 
ErS(o)l-ErS(o-6)1= 2 m[p(.R,,(e))-P((2,,,(e-6))1 ,,1 _ I
(30) 
We now show that 
~(n,,,(e)nn,,(e-s)~)~L~m~KS. (31) 
Fix wEfC?,(0)nf2,,,(O-8)c. Then, S(13)=m and S(&6)<m. This means that 
C,,, E B( 0), but C,,, E B( 13 - 6)’ (recall that B(B) is the first busy period in Q( 0)). 
Let j = S( 0 - 6), i.e., C, is the last customer in the first busy period of Q( 0 - 6). 
Then, j< m. Now, C,,, arrives to Q(0 - 6) after C, departs. Therefore, a,,, 3 
d,( 0 - 8). But j+ 14 m, hence C,,, E B( 0). Therefore, C,,, arrives to Q( 0) before 
C, departs. This means that a,,, < d,(B). Hence, 
d,(e - 6) s a,,, < d,(e). (32) 
Now, for every i = 1,. . . , j, C, E B( 0) n B(B - 6). Hence, and since xi 2 0, for every 
~E[&6,0],C,EB(q). This implies that for every i=l,...,j,d,(rl)=d,~,(77)+ 
x,(n), and, since d,(n)=a,+x,(n), we have that d,(q)=C(=,x,(v). Therefore, 
(33) 
Now, d,( .) is a.s. continuous and piecewise differentiable. Therefore, (32), (33), 
and the mean value theorem imply that 
d,(O)-mKS~a,+,<d,(B). (34) 
Let fi,,,,,(e) denote the event that (34) is satisfied. We have just seen that if 
wEL?,,(o)nQ,(o-6)‘, then (34) is satisfied for some j=l,...,m-1, i.e., WE 
IJ~~~’ fi,,,,( e). Hence, 
(35) 
By (34) and Assumption 1.1, p(fi,,,(e))< L,mKG, therefore, and by (35), (31) is 
satisfied. 
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Fix E>O. By Corollary 1.1, E[S(~,,,,,)‘]<CO, and since x’(*)?O, E[S(0)*]< 
E[S(0,,,)*]. Choose an integer M such that E[S(O,,,)‘]/M <is. Then, 
m=M+I 
=; E[S(e)2]c$ E[s(e,,,)'l<fE. 
Therefore, 
: mp(f2n,(0)nR,(O-6)c)<$e. (36) 
lH=,V+, 
Choose a 6 > 0 such that C,“=, Lem”KS <$E. Then, by (31), 
mt, mp(n,(e)nn,(e-s)c)<~&. (37) 
BY (30), (36) and (37), 
.E[S(0)]-E[S(B-&)I<&. (38) 
Note that 6 depends on M, which depends on E, but neither F nor M depend on 
0 E lY Since x’( .) 2 0, E[S( 0)] - E[S( 0 - S)] 3 0. This, with (38), establish that 
E[S( . )] is uniformly continuous. 
Next, we turn to 
S(H) 1-I 
C C $,(x,(e), 0) . 
,=I i=l 1 
Fix 0 E r and S > 0. Then, 
s(8) J-1 .s(B-6) .j-I 
c c @(x;(e), O)- ,;, & !b(x,(O-S), O-S) 
,=I i=l 
S(H-S)j--I 
= ,;, J, (G,(Xi(O>, 0) - tf4-de - s),e - 6)) 
S(H) j-l 
+ c c 44x,(O), 0). 
j=S(S-*)+I i=l 
Now 
S(H-A) j-l 
C 
,=I 
jC, (G(xi(e)v e)-+(xi(e-s)~ e-s)) 
S(B-8) j-l S(O-6) 
s c 1 L&s=L&3 c (j-1)+L,6s(e-6)2. 
j=, i=, ,=, 
Therefore, and by the monotonicity of Xi( . ), 
S(H-6)jp, 
E C ,~,(~(xi(e),B)-cL(x,(B-S),e-S)) ~3L~JE[S(~rnax)*l. 
,=, 1 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
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Next, 
S(H) j-l S(B) 
c c C MY==Y C (j-11, 
j=s(s-~)+l i=l j=S(H-8)+l 
(42) 
and therefore, 
[. 
SIC?) j-l 
E C C (cl(xt(e), 0) s MY 3 (43) ;=s(e-fi)+l i=, 
Fix E < 0. Choose an integer M such that (l/ M)MqE [S( emax)*] <is. Then, by (31), 
MY mpam n fade -m 
m=M+I 
1 
G-MIJ/ 
M m=M+l 
Therefore, and by (43) and (31), 
SM, c” 
m=l 
m’L,KG+~ E[S(e)2] 
(44) 
Now, by (39), (41), and (44), 
A(e)-A(e-6)~;L,GE[S(e,,J2]+M, ; m3L,KS +;E. 
ITI=, 
(45) 
Next, choose 6 10 such that 
&,GE[S(e,,J2]+ Mq ; m3L,K6+. 
rn=l 
Then, and by (45), 
A(e)-A(B_S)<&. (46) 
An inequality concerning S < 0 can be derived in a similar way. This establishes the 
uniform continuity of A, and completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 2.2. Recall that (x”( 0)( s K for every 0 E f and G&E fiz, and that 
A, = E/K. Recall that 4(x, 0) = 1 for every (x, 8) E (w’ x K 
Fix BE J’, f E [0, 11, and 6 E [0, A,] such that B+6 E lY By the mean value 
theorem, ~x’(e+f6)-x’(e)~~6K~A,K=~, and Ix’(6+8)-x’(e+tS)~+r_6K~ 
A,K = E. Hence, 
and 
x’(B+t6)+&~X’(e) (47) 
x’(8+6)+e~x’(8+t6). (48) 
Recall that k(n, e) is the integer k such that C, is the first customer in the busy 
period of Q(e), containing C,, gt( 0) =C:zJ,,,,, x:(e), and, since r,k(x, r3) = 1, and 
by (6), L”(e) = C::;,,,, $(x,(e), 0) = n - k(n, e). By Assumption 1.2, x’(e) 3 0. 
Hence, if e(l) < e(2), then for every k = 1,2,. . , x,,(e(l))sx,(0(2)). Therefore, 
busy periods of Q( 0( 1)) are contained in busy periods of Q( e(2)), hence, for every 
n = 1,2,. . . , k( n, e( 1)) 2 k( n, e(2)). Now, (9) can be seen as follows: 
,1 I 
gp:(e+r8)= 1 x:(e+ts) 
,=h(,r,H+tS) 
n-l 
b 1 x:(e+G) (since k(n, e)zk(n, e+ti3)) 
i=!,(tt,tY, 
n-l 
~,=;nn)(x:(e)--) (by(47)) 
which shows the left inequality of (9). The right inequality can be derived in a 
similar way: 
n-1 n-1 
gt(e+ts)= c x:(e+t6)s c x:(e + ts) 
i=k(fl,N+fCYl i=h(n,B+S) 
n-1 
c 1 (xi(f3+6)+E)=g$(B+6)+eg~(e+6). 
i=hln,n+iY) 
(50) 
This establishes (9). 
(8) is proved by induction. For n = 1, all of the terms in (8) are equal to 0. 
Suppose that (8) is satisfied for n. We will show it for n + 1. There are four possible 
cases: 
(a) z,(e)+x,(e)-&,>O and z,(e+S)+x,(e+S)-~,>O, 
(b) z,,(e)+x,,(e)-.&,>o and z,(e+s)+x,(e+s)-~~;,Oo, 
(c) z,(e)+x,(e)-&so and z,,(e+s)+x,(e+s)-~~>Oo, 
(d) z,(e)+x,(e)-&so and z,(e+s)+x,(e+6)-&GO. 
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Consider first (a). C,,,, belongs to the same busy period as C,, in both Q(0) and 
Q(0+6). Hence, k(n+l, 0)=k(n, 0) and k(n+l, 6+6)=k(n, f?+S). There- 
fore, by (5) and (6), g~+,(e)=g~(B)+x:,(8), g?+,(~+~)=g$(~+~)+x:,(~+S), 
g~~+,(0)=g~~(B)+l, and gt,.,(0+s)==g~(B+6)+1. Also, by (l), z,+,(0)=z,,(0)+ 
x,,(e)-&, and z,,+,(e+s)=z,,(e+s)+~,,(e+s)-~,~. 
By the mean value theorem there exists a t E [0, I] such that x,( 8 + 6) -x,, (f3) = 
6xh( /3 + r6), hence, 
Z,,+l(e+s)-z,,+,(e) 
=z,(e+s)+x,,(e+s)-~,,-(z,,(e)+x,(e)-5,) 
=z,,(e+s)-z,,(e)+x,,(e+s)-x,,(e) 
~s[g:~(0+6)+~g~(0+s)]+x,,(0+6)-x,,(0) (by(S),forn) 
=8[g:i’(~+6)+Eg~(~+6)+X~(~+t6)] 
~6[g:i’(B+6)+Eg~(B+6)+X:,(8+S)+&] (by(48)) 
=6[g:~+,(e+s)+Eg~+,(B+6)1. (51) 
This shows the right inequality of (8) for n + 1. The left inequality follows in a 
similar way. 
Consider (b). This is an impossible situation, since (by Assumption 1.2) for every 
k=1,2,...,~,,(0+6)>~,,(0), implying that z,,(~+~)+x,(~+~)~z,(~)+x,,(~I). 
Consider (c). It implies that k(rt+l, B)=n+l, hence g~+,(0)=g~+,(0)=0. 
Therefore, by the monotonicity of x,,+,, the left inequality of (8) is satisfied with 
ntl. Next, k(n+l,0+6)=k(n,0+6), hence,g$+,(B+6)=g~(0+S)+x’,(B+6), 
g:+,(0+6)=g:(0+6)+1, z,,+,(0+~)=z,(fI+~)+x,,(~+~)-&,, and z,,+,(e)=O. 
Therefore, by the mean value theorem, there exists a t E [0, l] such that x,,( 0 + S) - 
x,( 0) = 6x:( 0 + r6), hence, 
z,+,(~+6)-.%,+,(~) 
=z,,(e+6)+x,,(e+6)-5,, 
=z,,(e+6)-z,(e)+x,,(e+6)-x,,(8)+z,,(e)+x,(8)-~~. (52) 
By the condition in (c), z,,( 13) +x,,( 0) - & S 0, hence, and by (52), 
~-+0+6)-~+,(e) 
~z,(e+s)-z,(e)+.w,(e+s)-x-,(e) 
~6[g?(8+S)+&g~(B+S)]+x,(0+S)-x,,(e) (by(8)forn) 
=S[g~(e+6)+&g~(B+6)+x~(e+t6)] 
(53) 
This establishes (8) for n + 1. 
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Finally, consider(d). z,,+,(B)=z,+,(B+6)=0, and k(n+l, 8+6)=k(n+l, 6)= 
n+l. Hence, g~+,(8)=g~~+,(0)=g$+,(0+6)=g~+,(0+6)=0. This shows (8), for 
n + 1, and completes the proof of the lemma. q 
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